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ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS

Ireland:

- Dublin: Irish Traditional Music Archive. Nicholas Carolan, Director.
  - URL: http://www.itma.ie/
- Dublin: National Folklore Collection, University College Dublin. Rionach Ui Ogain, Director
  - URL: http://www.ucd.ie/irishfolklore/en/
- Dublin: National Library of Ireland [digitized indices to Irish journals, national archives]
  - URL: http://www.nli.ie/
- Galway: National University of Ireland, Galway. Ritchie-Pickow Photograph Collection
  - URL: http://archives.library.nuigalway.ie:8080/Pickow/index.jsp

Britain:

- Vaughan Williams Memorial Library [English Folk Dance and Song Society]. [Lucy Broadwood, Maud Karpeles collections; Full English Digital Archive]; Roud Song Index
  - URL: http://wwwefdss.org/library-and-archive
- British Library Sounds: Lucy Broadwood Cylinders online.
  - URL: http://sounds.bl.uk/

United States:

- American Folklife Center [Special Collections: Sidney Roberston Cowell, Jean Ritchie, Henrietta Yurchenco; finding aid to Maine collections]
  - URL: http://www.loc.gov/folklife/
- New York State Library & Archives [Jean Ritchie collection: photographs, ephemera]
  - URL: http://www.archives.nysed.gov/aindex.shtml
- Association for Cultural Equity [Digitized recordings: Robin Roberts/Alan Lomax in Ireland]
  - URL: http://www.culturalequity.org/
- University of Maine, Maine Folklife Center [Fanny Hardy Eckstorm]
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- MacSweeney, Joseph J. “Reviews and notes: *Amráin Muige Seóla: Traditional Folk Songs from Galway and Mayo*.“ *Irish Ecclesiastical Record* 13 (March 1919): 257-262
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- *Songs of Aran: Gaelic Singing from the West of Ireland*. Recorded and Collected by Sidney Robertson Cowell. New York: Ethnic Folkways Library, FE4002, 1957
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• As I roved out (Field Trip-Ireland). Music collected by Jean Ritchie and George Pickow, and selected and edited by Jean Ritchie. Folkways FW8872. LP c1960, CD c2007. 1 disc + program notes (pdf free http://media.smithsonianfolkways.org/liner_notes/folkways/FW08872.pdf)


Roberts, Robin, ?1929-- [American, collected with Alan Lomax]


- *Association for Cultural Equity*: open access to Lomax/Roberts field recordings [http://bit.ly/Mg1VJv](http://bit.ly/Mg1VJv)
